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Imaginary bicycles
Creating impossible bicycles 
ages 3/11 anni (together with an adult)

Each activity proposed by the Reggio Children Foundation is designed for children and young people, together with 
teachers, parents, grandparents or babysitters who want to experiment with materials, thoughts and spaces at home in 
a relaxed but meaningful way. 
The duration is not given, the timing is open. These activities can for last an hour or an entire afternoon, they can be 
continued tomorrow or last for weeks, changing, mixing with other games and activities. It depends on you.

DESCRIPTION
Bicycles are familiar objects. Some people use them every day and others would like to learn. Riding a bicycle can 
bring up memories of riding on daddy’s bike as a young child, or learning pedal together with mommy, and then 
getting your own bike. Or a bicycle can be an idea, a dream.
Bicycles are ecological. Bicycles are democratic (the mayor and workers use them). In some countries they are 
synonymous with rights and freedom.

What does an imaginary bicycle look like? What is a cheerful bicycle made of? And a giraffacycle? Is a microbike 
for ants or microbes?
This activity invites parents and children to work together using their imaginations on a composition, starting from 
objects and magazines you can fi nd at home. It promotes collaboration and sharing, and encourages adults to 
refl ect together with (even young) children on ideas like movement, balance, courage, autonomy and the meaning 
of growing up.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS

Magazines or newspapers                                                

Pens/markers/pencils

White paper 

COMPETENCES DEVELOPED
handcraft, creativity, design, composition, narration

“Cinderella’s bicycle” (Riccardo, 4 y.o.)

See more bicycles at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6POCsVbwOg

Scissors

Small box

Smartphone/tablet with whatsapp (optional)

pumpkin

tailpipe

wheel
wheel

horses



1. FROM DESIGNING TO SHARING
This section offers suggestions for adults to guide and support the development of children’s and young people’s projects. 

Their hypotheses, starting from some initial questions, will be verified and deepened during the activity proposed.

> Questions to start with:

Do you know how to ride a bike?

Who do you go biking with?

Do you like to go fast or slow? 

What is your imaginary bicycle like?

How do you feel when you ride a bike?

DESIGNING
- Prepare your workspace, for example a table, covered with a blank sheet of paper.
- Find some magazines and newspapers to cut out images from.
- Cut out the images that strike you and collect them in a little box. This will be your set of things  
   to use to create your bike.

> Questions to support this phase:

What are the elements of your imaginary bike (how many wheels? what shapes? does it have any special 
features?)

What materials is it made out of?

EXPERIMENTING
- From your set of cut-out elements, choose the most suitable ones to compose your imaginary bike on the blank sheet 
   of paper. Try making different ones and if necessary cut out more things from the magazines.
- When you’re satisfied with the result, give your imaginary bike a name and sign your name.
- If you like, take a picture of your composition.
- Now you can put the things you used back in the box and start again to create a new bike.

> Questions to support this phase:

Did you find what you needed in your set of things?

Did the pictures you cut out make you think of particular characteristics for your bike?

SHARING
- Send a picture of your imaginary bike to a friend, classmate or relative.
- You can also send it to workshop@frchildren.org along with this form that tells the story of your bike.  
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2. QUESTIONS TO SUPPORT THE DESIGN PHASE
A few questions may be useful to support the project design of children and young people. 

Was it a fun activity? What did you like the best about it? 

What didn’t you expect to happen or what surprised you the most? Why?

Was it a diffi cult activity? What problems did you encounter? 

What strategies did you fi nd to solve the problems?

3. HOW TO CONTINUE THE PROJECT
- You can try composing other subjects besides a bicycle, such as a chair. How many types of chairs, stools and
   benches do you know? What is a fi sh chair like? What is your imaginary chair like?

4. TO KNOW MORE
“Bicitante” a cura di E. Giacopini, V. Vecchi, A. Ferrari (Reggio Children Editore) - English Edition

This activity is inspired by “Bicitante” a project by Remida il Centro di Riciclaggio Creativo, concept by Istituzione Scuole e 
Nidi d’Infanzia of the Municipality of Reggio Emilia and Iren, managed by Fondazione Reggio Children - Loris Malaguzzi Centre.


